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27th November 2018 

 

  

Dear Parents/Carers 

 

Our trip to Cranborne Ancient Technology Centre is fast approaching (Tuesday 4th December for 

Hazel class and Wednesday 5th for Lilac class), so here is a list of useful information provided by the 

staff at the centre, and details about food and drink requirements: 

 

 Useful information for your planning  

• Activities at the ATC are physical and can be dirty so older clothing is recommended and 

where possible non-synthetic clothing (e.g. no football tops, fleeces). As the students may be fire 

making – long sleeved cotton t-shirts and hoodies are always good as are long trousers! 

• Weather appropriate clothing, layers are recommended for this time of year including, if 

possible, waterproof coats/jackets/tops as we will be working outside unless we experience pouring 

rain.  On the other hand should we be really fortunate and get some lovely sunshine then sun hats 

and sun cream will also be the order of the day (this is the same for accompanying adults). 

• Sturdy closed toe shoes, old trainers are always good but no sandals please! And if very wet 

weather a spare pair of socks help to keep students (and staff) warm and happy! 

• Students and staff will need to bring a packed lunch and a drink on the day. 

• We have free roaming sheep onsite, so good hygiene is imperative in combating E.coli, we 

strongly recommend hand washing before eating and drinking and again before leaving the site. 

 

Food and drink 

If you are providing your own lunch, you will need:  

• Morning snack: a healthy morning snack (fruit or vegetable).  

• Lunch: A packed lunch in a named bag or lunch box. 

• Drink: Sufficient drink for the day in a named drink bottle (no fizzy drinks). 

 

If you have requested a packed lunch to be provided by school you will still need to provide a 

healthy morning snack (fruit or vegetable) from home. 

• Drink: Please provide sufficient drink for the day in a named drink bottle (no fizzy drinks). 

 

Times 

A reminder that children come in to school as usual on their trip day and that we expect to return to 

school by 3:40pm.  

 

We are very much looking forward to having a great day. Keep an eye on the school website in the 

days following our trip, to see photos of what we get up to. 

 

Many thanks 

 

Mr Sampson and Miss Lewis 


